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Executive Summary

T

here are approximately 16,000 vacant residential properties in Baltimore
City (BC). These properties represent a major problem and an
impediment to urban growth. This article proposes to revitalize and
repopulate areas in the city by rehabilitating and leasing vacant properties within
targeted neighborhoods. As a comprehensive solution to disparate challenges, “Through a targeted
the proposal creates a residential real estate development business that is
effort, marginal
socially, environmentally, and financially responsible. This balanced approach is
neighborhoods can be
the Charm City Model (CCM).

stabilized and
Statistical analysis provides evidence to support that median sales price can be improved.”
positively affected with the rehabilitation of vacant properties. Through a
targeted effort, marginal neighborhoods can be stabilized and improved. The
redeveloped townhouses will be rented in a socially responsible manner at rates
targeted below 30% of the BC median household income. Each vacant property
will be gutted and completely renovated, with special attention to durable
construction, to green building standards, and to the use of sustainable materials
when possible. The finished product will have unique amenities and historical
integrity.

Vacant properties support lower acquisition costs and provide tax advantages.
With a long term and conservative perspective, CCM would be a positive, assetbacked, alternative investment and a source of long term cash flow for investors.
Combining CCM with holistic investors, vacant properties can become urban
revitalization opportunities.

Fig. 1. Inner Harbor, Baltimore City

Fig. 2. Vacant Properties, Baltimore City
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1. Introduction
Baltimore City (BC) is a unique and beautiful city with historical charm,
interesting architecture, green spaces, and water ways in a structurally
appealing urban setting. Driving through Baltimore, popularly known as “Charm
City,” one is struck by both its appeal and its decay. Like many aging urban
centers in the Mid-Atlantic region, BC is a combination of competing
characteristics. Unfortunately, the urban blight and decay of a city can often
overshadow its positive features, resulting in a stigmatized urban environment
and an eroding population.
There are approximately 16,000 vacant and abandoned residential properties in
BC. These properties are a major problem, economic drain, and impediment to
urban population growth, yet they also represent an opportunity. Although
there are several redevelopment efforts underway, there generally remain
significant gaps in current approaches. The proposed business solution is to
revitalize and repopulate areas in the city by rehabilitating and leasing vacant
properties.
We can identify properties in marginal neighborhoods located on the periphery
of growth and development. Ideally, the neighborhoods should be networked
with access to major road arteries and have proximity to urban amenities such
as public transportation, employment, retail, restaurants, entertainment, and,
most importantly, universities and medical centers (eds and meds). By
expanding the positive influence of stronger adjacent neighborhoods, we can
further stabilize contiguous areas of progress and repopulation.
Residential development economically leads to development of other businesses
and property types. An inflow of capital and an increase in the money velocity
within a neighborhood would also serve as economic stimuli. Repopulation of
urban areas can be the catalyst for economic growth within targeted
neighborhoods.
Although at times critical, this treatise is not meant to be a condemnation of the
residential development industry but the presentation of ideas in an effort to
provide alternatives, provoke advances, and be a catalyst for improvements. It
is difficult to be all things to all people, but as an industry we can strive to be
more inclusive and achieve a healthier balance of housing alternatives for all
4
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income strata and to do so in an environmentally conscientious manner. Vacant
properties can be the vehicle by which we go beyond discussions and ideas and
move to actual transformations. This paper is not only about identifying and
discussing challenges; it is also about creating and implementing solutions.
2. Charm City Model
To be truly successful as an industry, residential real estate development should
address three related challenges: social – severely and moderately costburdened renter households; environmental – energy and ecological problems;
and financial – a short term perspective, focused predominantly on investment
Fig. 3. The Charm City Model
returns. The interests that represent these challenges often pull in different and
opposing directions, particularly from the supposed interests of developers and
investors. This does not have to be the case. These seemingly disparate,
routinely contradictory interests do not have to compete against one another or
against developers and investors. There are alternatives.
The Charm City Model (CCM) is a comprehensive, integrated, and balanced
approach to residential real estate development. The model would strive to be
socially, environmentally, and financially responsible. The result would be a winwin for all stakeholders: tenants, the city, society, the environment, as well as
developers and investors. In the Venn diagram of these three interests, CCM is at
the center of the overlapping circles (Fig. 3). CCM could be a template for
multiple phases and thousands of properties in BC and other Mid-Atlantic cities.
3. Statistical Analysis
In order to have an impact, the targeted neighborhoods for redevelopment
should have a vacant property proportion and proximity to economic
opportunity. In order to validate these assumptions, a statistical analysis was
conducted to study vacant properties and their impact on neighborhoods and
median sales price.
Fig. 4. Map of 55 CSAs in
As the largest city in the state of Maryland, BC has 55 distinct Community Baltimore City

Statistical Areas (CSAs) made up of various neighborhoods. Midtown, a CSA
located in the center of BC, has experienced economic and population growth.
Three CSAs immediately surrounding and directly bordering Midtown have not
experienced growth: Greater Charles Village/Barclay (to the north); Greenmount
© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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East (to the east); and Upton/Druid Heights (to the west).
The analysis proposition is to examine, and if it is possible, to positively
influence the CSAs surrounding Midtown, measured by sales price and percent
of residential property vacancies, by developing vacant properties. Three
general statistical analysis tests were conducted. First, the median sales prices
for all CSAs were compared to see if the percent of vacancies affected the median
sales price. Then the percent of vacant properties was compared between each
of the targeted CSAs. Finally, a predictive linear regression model was
developed to determine if the percent of vacant properties had an effect on sales
price. A statistical significance level of 5% was used for all testing.
The sample data used for this analysis is from Vital Signs 11 (2013) which is
provided by the Baltimore Neighborhood Indicators Alliance-Jacob France
Institute (BNIA-JFI). Vital Signs data is compiled from various public and private
information silos and made available in an effort to help increase the quality of
life in BC neighborhoods. BNIA-JFI is an organization which promotes the use of
reliable indicators and data on BC and the 55 CSAs as a means to improve citywide and neighborhood-level policy and economic decision-making.
The first series of tests were conducted to determine whether sales price is
affected by the percent of vacant properties in a CSA. The 55 CSAs were sorted
based on their percent of vacant properties into 3 groups: less than 5% vacant;
6% to 20% vacant; and more than 20% Vacant.

Fig. 5. Groups of CSAs based on
Percent Vacant

6
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An ANOVA test and Tukey-Kramer procedure provided sufficient evidence that
the mean of the median sales prices is affected by the percent of vacant
properties in a CSA. From an impactful development standpoint, this indicates
that we could potentially target for redevelopment vacant properties located in
CSAs which have a percent of vacancies greater than 6%.
In the second series of tests, the vacant property proportions in each of the four
CSAs were compared. A Contingency Table was created with the frequency
observed values for vacant and for occupied properties. A chi-square test and a
subsequent Z test provided sufficient evidence to conclude that Midtown had a
statistically significant lower proportion of vacant properties than each of the
other 3 CSAs.
Finally, in an effort to create a predictive linear regression model for sales price,
the available data was explored to identify the most relevant independent
variables and to anticipate their relationship to sales price:
Percent of Vacant Properties
negative relationship
Vacant properties are unsightly, unsafe, and a drain on public
resources, all of which bring down the average value of surrounding
properties.
Percent of Properties with Housing Violations
negative relationship
Unkempt properties or those with violations are a reflection of
economic distress and reflect poorly on the neighborhood and
decrease values.
Percent of Properties with Rehab Permits
positive relationship
Properties with permits are in the process of being repaired and
improved. These upgrades should increase the value of surrounding
properties.
Percent of Owner-Occupied Properties
positive relationship
Pride of ownership and concern for investment in the property should
be reflected in higher values for surrounding properties.
Median Household Income
positive relationship
Higher incomes reflect the ability to afford and pay a higher sales
price.
To identify the model with the highest proportion of variation in sales price
explained by the set of independent variables, the Best Subsets Approach was
used seeking the highest Adjusted Coefficient of Multiple Determination
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(Adjusted R²). From all possible regressions (55 observations, one for each of
the CSAs), with median sales price as the dependent variable, the model with the
highest Adjusted R² resulted in 69.9%. This model included the following four
independent variables:
Percent Vacant
Percent with Rehab Permits
Percent Owner-Occupied
Median Household Income

(X1)
(X2)
(X3)
(X4)

The independent variable Percent of Properties with Housing Violations was
excluded from the model. The four independent variables included in the model,
in addition to having the highest proportion of variation, also had the strongest
interpretability and relevance.
A regression analysis yielded the following output:

Yi = 1,569.69 - 2,119.50(X1) + 13,687.40(X2) – 847.83(X3) + 3.06(X4)
β1: mean Sales Price will drop by $2,120 for each Percent Vacant
β2: mean Sales Price will increase by $13,687 for each Percent Rehab Permits
β3: mean Sales Price will drop by $848 for each Percent Owner-Occupied
β4: mean Sales Price will increase by a factor of 3.06 for every dollar of Median
Household Income
The anticipated Linear Regression relationships were correct with the exception
of Percent Owner-Occupied, which had a negative relationship yet was not
statistically significant. The predictive regression model statistically confirmed
that the mean of median sales price can be positively affected with the
rehabilitation of vacant properties. Neighborhoods, as reflected by CSA median
sales price, could be stabilized through the development and leasing of vacant
properties. Filing for rehab permits, reducing the percent of vacant properties,
8
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and increasing the median household income would all positively impact the
median sales price for each CSA.
Interestingly, the development could also be for prospective renters instead of
only attracting owner residents (owner-occupied). This could bode well for
investors. Targeted growth through development of vacant properties would
create an urban revitalization movement, generate a rising tide of increased
property values, and attract higher median income households – all of which “In BC and across the
would increase sales prices and help address many of the problems associated Mid-Atlantic, there is a
high demand for quality
with vacant and abandoned properties.

rental housing and a
low supply of middle to
4. Socially Responsible
modest-income
In BC and across the Mid-Atlantic, there is a high demand for quality rental residential housing.”
housing and a low supply of middle to modest-income residential housing. And
yet, even with this supply and demand imbalance, there exist thousands of vacant
and abandoned properties in BC and in a multitude of other urban centers. Most
new construction projects in BC tend to be either luxury apartments, geared
towards higher-income professionals, or affordable housing, intended for the
lower-end, impoverished market.
In the study, “America’s Rental Housing: Meeting Challenges, Building on
Opportunities,” the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University
outlines the widening gap in the supply and demand of affordable rental housing
(2011). “Both falling incomes and rising rents have contributed to the long-run
rise in cost-burdened renters” (p. 29). According to the study based on 2010
Census data, there were approximately 40 million renter households in the U.S.
Of those renters, 50% were moderately housing cost-burdened (housing expense
over 30% of household income) and 27% were severely housing cost-burdened
(housing expense over 50% of household income). Therefore, over 10 million
households spent more than 50% of their income on housing expense. The focus
of this and similar other studies, however, is primarily on lower-income
households and federal assistance. The use of public funds, through government
programs such as the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit, seems to be the primary
method of incentivizing new development of what is generally referred to as
“affordable housing” projects.
Our economy is becoming increasingly bimodal. The wealthy are increasing their
ownership percent of the national wealth while the indigent and those receiving
© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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government supports are growing in numbers (U.S. Census, 2010). The middle
class, once the economic bedrock of the U.S. and the lifeblood of urban centers, is
now dwindling in numbers and being pressured financially. Whether it is
housing, loans, tuition or health insurance, the wealthy remain self-sufficient and
the lower-income tiers are increasingly dependent on government assistance or
subsidies. The middle-income tiers then are caught in between the two extremes
and are finding it increasingly difficult to afford quality housing. I grew up in a
middle class family. My father was a waiter and my mother was a language
teacher at a Catholic High School. It is questionable whether a similar couple
with four children could afford the housing costs and living expenses associated
with raising a family today.
To create some sort of residential development balance, housing costs may need
to match the income of the desired tenant market as opposed to incomes trying
to catch up with rising housing costs. CCM would strive to deliver housing in a
socially responsible manner and provide options to middle and modest-income
households. The homes will have a target rental rate of less than 30% of the BC
median household income. According to data from Vital Signs 11, the BC median
household income was $40,100. Our rental rate target would therefore be less
than $1,000/month:
$990/month (1-Unit Townhouse)
$625/month (2-Unit Townhouse)
The CCM price point would be left of equilibrium on the supply and demand
curves, so there will be a greater demand than available supply for our housing
product. Since newer Class A and B homes are more expensive and older Class C
homes provide less value, there will be little competition for CCM housing
product at this price point.
Competing market-rate residential rental costs (example, 900 sf):
Class A
$2.00 psf
$1,800/mo Luxury Apartment
Class B
$1.50 psf
$1,350/mo Townhouse, average condition
CCM
$1.10 psf
$990/mo
Townhouse, renovated
Class C
$1.00 psf
$900/mo
Townhouse, dated, disrepair
This is not “affordable housing” but quality housing that is affordable. There
would be no burden on governmental agencies or drag on fiscal budgets. Social
improvement efforts do not need to exclusively be at the expense of tax payers or
forced upon the economically productive elements of society. Funding CCM
10
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would be a choice made by investors, private or public.
CCM would also seek to provide housing for deserving yet underserved markets.
We would want to accommodate middle to modest-income individuals and
families wishing to live in the area. Important “grassroots” tenants would
include:
academics, students, veterans, first responders, civil servants,
healthcare providers, community leaders, seniors, artists, and entrepreneurs.
5. Neighborhood Transformations
There is a growing movement to live, work, and play in the same area. CCM could
accommodate a multitude of tenants seeking housing close to work within an
urban community. This integration would translate into an increasingly positive
impact on targeted neighborhoods.
By concentrating scattered site rehab efforts in a particular neighborhood and by
attracting stable tenants, CCM can positively influence a targeted area. Based on
multiple criteria such as median sales price, median household income, and
available urban amenities, subject properties for redevelopment should be
located in what would be classified as marginal B or C grade neighborhoods. In
addition to supporting lower acquisition costs, these properties provide upside
opportunity for growth and appreciation when in close proximity to A grade
neighborhoods.
While perhaps lower grade neighborhoods present greater challenges, they also
have more upside and can be positively influenced. CCM would adopt a Fig. 6. Midtown, Baltimore City
balanced approach and seek marginal B- to C+ grade neighborhoods already
showing signs of improvement and positive potential. By shining the light and
focusing development on a targeted area, even on certain blocks, we can make an
impact and begin to transform the neighborhood to a solid B grade. Vacant
property development will increase repopulation, after which improvements to
grocery stores and schools would need to follow.
A desire for walkable neighborhoods, close to urban amenities and public
transportation, can help attract prospective tenants. Integration with the
community will create the opportunity for identifying and developing housing
supply as needed. With adequate exposure and marketing, forward-looking
demand could drive additional vacant property development. Tapping into pentup demand could create pre-construction lease agreements. In fact, once sources
© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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of new tenants are established, on-demand leasing for yet undeveloped new
properties could be created.
6. Environmentally Responsible
It is no longer considered avant-garde to be environmentally conscientious.
Environmental considerations are now becoming, and will remain, the standard
expectation for redevelopment and new construction. As an industry, we have
the ability to push the envelope further. Frankly, we can do more than just
change shower heads and light bulbs. Our development efforts should go beyond
just meeting minimal code mandates and reducing costs.

“Environmental
considerations are now
becoming, and will
remain, the standard
expectation for
redevelopment and
new construction.”

A shallow approach does not tap the opportunity for improvements to residential
real estate. Construction criteria should go from pursuing “less” to exploring
“more.” Within reasonable financial limitations, our efforts as developers should
seek to optimize the quality, materials, and structure of a property. Instead of
taking an oppositional position, we can embrace efforts to minimize
environmental impact and pursue advancements. As an industry, we should
embrace viable and reasonable solutions to ecological concerns and challenges.
We can help find answers and be part of the solution.
Modern residential construction and development seem to reward appearance
more than substance. This real estate paradigm brings more attention to crown
molding than to well-insulated walls. Both figuratively and literally, there seems
to be little depth to many single-family and multi-family residential structures.
At their worst, built structures include cookie-cutter designs, stick-construction,
inexpensive materials, and veneer exteriors meant to hide a lack of underlying
substance while giving the illusion of quality. At their best, projects are cost
prohibitive and out of reach for the average household. These housing option
extremes leave few, viable choices of affordable, well-built, durable homes for
middle to moderate income households.
Using CCM, the development of vacant properties can provide a general template
for meeting environmentally friendly demands and putting solutions into
practice. Townhouses are an ideal vessel to be used as a laboratory for advances,
innovations, and quality improvements. The continued development of a
rectangular shell within which to build a quality home would lead to practical
research and drive progress. Regular cost/benefit analyses would lead to
incremental improvements and creative solutions. Using under-utilized built

12
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structures and existing urban infrastructure would also result in resource
efficiency for BC and other urban centers.
All vacant property townhouses will be gutted and completely renovated with
special attention to durable construction, to green building standards, and to the
use of sustainable materials when possible. CCM design will make efforts to
harvest daylight and control temperature and sound inside the building. The
finished product will be energy efficient, low-maintenance, technology friendly,
and adaptable to advances.
Regarding energy efficiency, although a net zero energy structure may be cost
prohibitive and initially out of reach, a serious effort can be made to reduce
consumption and to substitute renewable sources of energy. A well-sealed shell
with a green roof (or portion), highly-insulated walls, thermal pane windows, and
airflow management (internal fans) can improve energy efficiency by avoiding
thermal loss.
These and other practices can be implemented to minimize the environmental
impact of new and redeveloped properties. Many such efforts are not excessive
in cost or difficulty but can have an ecofriendly result. One such consideration is
stormwater management.
7. Stormwater Management
In 2010, the Environmental Protection Agency ordered Maryland to reduce
stormwater runoff into the Chesapeake Bay. Subsequently, the state legislature
passed the Stormwater Management Watershed Protection and Restoration
Program. To fund this legislation, the state will charge annual fees to properties
based on surface areas such as roofs, driveways and parking areas. The tax is
generally unpopular, and real estate developers and owners are exploring ways
to mitigate the expense.
Regarding this issue, a commentary article by David Craig in The Baltimore Sun,
titled “Repeal the Rain Tax,” takes a negative position on the recently legislated
stormwater management fees (2013). Craig provides background on the
mandate to reduce stormwater runoff but opposes taxes to address
environmental concerns. Although Craig calls the legislation “egregious” (p. 1), Fig. 7. Rain Spout Barrel
the article offers no solutions.

© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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Beyond having to meet federal legislative mandates, stormwater management
represents a growing problem for many urban areas. When the ground is
covered by buildings and impermeable surfaces, water is not allowed to naturally
percolate into the ground. Excess runoff from precipitation, particularly during
storms, causes increases in the water volume and velocity. The increased
discharge and debris flows overwhelm drainage infrastructure and result in
flooding. Increased pollution from trash and excess nitrates extracted from the
soil is then transported and deposited in the local watershed, contaminating the
Chesapeake Bay water basin (Baltimore City Stormwater Summit, 2013).

“Stormwater
management is a
controversial topic
because of public
misperceptions and
opposition to the fees.”

Various water retention and drainage control measures, however, could alleviate
excess stormwater runoff at reasonable costs. Rainwater harvesting on
redeveloped properties, using rain spout barrels, could help reduce water
volume in urban areas. Planters with native vegetation, green roofs covered with
growing mediums, or blue roofs with water retention trays could help to hold
and absorb rainfall. Replacing impervious surfaces in backyards with new,
permeable materials would also reduce stormwater runoff and alleviate the
urban heat island effect. These “green” measures are more environmentally
sound and significantly much less expensive to BC than alternative “grey”
measures such as increased underground piping and additional infrastructure.
Stormwater management is a controversial topic because of public
misperceptions and opposition to the fees. At the micro level, an emphasis on
education would help businesses and residents understand the scope of the
problem and willingly seek to implement viable solutions. At the macro level,
public incentives and stormwater management measures need to be integrated
into real estate design and development.
8. Durability and Costs
The same way that we must be sensitive to our impact on the environment, we
must also be conscious of the effect nature has on built structures. Real estate
development and construction should have a longer term perspective and find
ways to increase structural durability. Having lived in Europe, it is easier to
understand the potential for urban living and to better appreciate the long term
perspective towards real estate.
Compared to other parts of the world, for example, the U.S. has a higher use of
wood-frame (stick) versus metal, masonry, or concrete construction. As a

14
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residential construction material, concrete is greatly underutilized in the U.S. and
perceived to be a poor insulator. The general perception in the industry is that
the air surrounding concrete has a higher R value than that of the concrete itself.
According to Leopoldo Corona, Managing Director of CEMEX Peru, qualitative
improvements in modern concrete products can actually enhance a building’s
thermal efficiency (University of Baltimore Global Studies Course, personal
interview, Lima, Peru, 09 January, 2013). Metal and concrete-related products
have particular application and provide unique benefits for coastal areas and for
urban retrofitting projects. CCM would seek to benefit from the latest
advancements in construction materials and the adaptation of innovative
technologies.
In some cases, the vacant property structures may have been built over a century
ago. These properties should be redeveloped with the intent that they will be
standing and functional another hundred years from now. While superficial
rehab construction costs typically run in the range of $30-50 psf, CCM will budget
$100-110 psf for complete renovations.
Redeveloped vacant properties should have unique amenities and attractive
aesthetics while maintaining the historical integrity of the neighborhood.
Environmentally responsible associations and advocates should be involved and
expertise should be sought in an effort to advance innovative templates and
create best practices. CCM will continue to cultivate expertise, maintain a sound
fundamental approach, and remain vigilant of cost limitations.
9. Financial Responsibility
In order to be viable long term, however, the implementation of CCM has to make
financial sense. A financially responsible approach would seek to achieve a
reasonable return on investment (ROI), to generate a positive cash flow, to
maintain a conservative debt position, and to provide a service or product in high
demand with low supply. Profits and cash flows are very important, but,
philosophically, these metrics should not be the only criteria in making
investment decisions.
The current investment environment predominantly has a short term
perspective with the constricted pursuit of strictly seeking targeted returns.
There is almost a narrow-minded attention to costs, and developers can
sometimes end up doing little more than flipping marginal properties. The short© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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term strategy is defined by lowering costs, increasing rents, and, when possible, a
rapid exit or cash-out. At the risk of further alienating some industry
participants, new projects are often defined and encumbered by a myopic focus
on investment returns.

“CCM is economically
sustainable, without
being a drag on tax
dollars, and presents a
long term, financially
viable outlook.”

Chasing investment returns in a vacuum is not limited to real estate. In the
Financial Times article “2014 Outlook: Sugar High,” Alloway and Mackenzie
analyze current market perversions and the increasingly short term perspective
of investors (2014). In 2013, “Issuance of junk bonds rated “triple C” – the lowest
designation – jumped to $15.3bn, surpassing the pre-crisis peak” (p. 2). The
escalation in riskier choices demonstrates a narrow outlook by some investors
and a lack of viable options. Particularly in a depressed bond market or a
speculative equity market, CCM could offer a more stable investment with a
smaller standard deviation, as a measurement of risk, and deliver predictable
yields with the opportunity for moderate asset appreciation.
The long term perspective for CCM will be at least a 10 year buy and hold in-thepath-of-progress strategy. Quantitative financial analysis with an
entrepreneurial, real-world approach will help ensure the viability and success of
the undertaking. Consistent and strong cash flows, reasonable levels of debt, the
effective use of leverage, along with conservative operational and capital
reserves will help manage and mitigate the risk of default. This approach will
improve solvency and give the enterprise long term security and financial
freedom.
CCM is economically sustainable, without being a drag on tax dollars, and
presents a long term, financially viable outlook. The model is cash flow positive
in the first year, is not dependent on government funds, and is not highly
leveraged. CCM can weather economic turbulence because of a steady demand
for quality housing that is affordable. During a strong economy, modest and
lower-income upwardly-mobile households will seek improved housing. During
a weak economy, middle-income households will be challenged and seek
financial refuge and housing cost relief. During a normal economy, quality
housing at an affordable price will remain in constant demand.
We will be seeking like-minded investors who understand and embrace CCM and
its objectives. Such individuals or institutions would welcome respectable
returns from a meaningful project – a philanthropic heart with a business
approach. Investors would appreciate and recognize that an investment in CCM

16
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will generate social and environmental dividends in addition to stable and
predictable financial returns. They should also have a longer term horizon and
see it as an opportunity for decades to come, possibly even as a generational
investment.
10. Phase 1
To attract socially and environmentally conscientious investors, CCM will
endeavor to generate a reasonable return from positive cash flows and moderate
property appreciation. The anticipated Opportunity Cost of Capital (OCC) will be
7.0%. This threshold will drive property selection and performance criteria for
the portfolio. For the purposes of this pro forma, the Internal Rate of Return
(IRR) calculations will include the assumption that all properties are sold at the
end of the initial 10 year term even though the intended holding period may be
longer.
There will be four distinct phases of the project: acquisition, construction,
marketing/leasing, and property management. All efforts and phases will be
overseen by the development/asset management company. The anticipated
project completion timeline will be less than 12 months from the time of
property purchase. For each property, acquisition and permits will take 60-90
days. Construction completion with occupancy certificate will take 180-240 days,
depending on property size and condition. Marketing and leasing will be
completed within the last 60-90 days of construction.
Properties can be acquired via multiple sources including the open market,
through BC vacant property programs, or through tax lien sales. The tax lien
sales strategy is typically used to either earn an 18% ROI, if the tax lien is
repurchased by the owner, or to acquire the subject property through
foreclosure. Unless the property is a vacant building with a low acquisition cost
and a high opportunity for development, tax lien sales would not be a preferred
acquisition strategy.
Vacant properties not only support a lower property acquisition cost but also
provide certain tax advantages. For increases in assessed value resulting from
improvements, property taxes are phased in over 5 years in 20% increments or
abated over 10 years, depending on the type of tax credit. Tax incentives also
exist for developers in addition to a $1,000,000 revolving loan fund for small
developers and contractors.
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In Phase 1, a total of ten vacant properties will be purchased. In order to have a
concentrated, positive impact on a given area, these properties will be located in
close proximity to each other. Target areas and specific properties have already
been identified. Initially, five townhouses will be acquired, gutted, completely
renovated, and rented. Three of the townhouses will remain 1-unit properties
while the other 2 townhouses will be converted to 2-unit properties. Once
stabilized, each property will be mortgaged to 60% loan-to-value (LTV). The
levered funds will be used to finance the acquisition and development costs of
the other five properties, with the same mix of 1 and 2-units, to complete the
Phase 1 portfolio.

11. Portfolio Pro Forma
The portfolio objective will be for investors to earn a 5% ROI, cash-on-cash, and a
7% IRR over 10 years, excluding additional tax credit opportunities, levered at
60% LTV. Investors will possess an 87.5% equity position in the portfolio. The
asset management company, in addition to earning development fees, will retain
the remaining 12.5% of equity. This balance will ensure a long term, vested
perspective for all participants.
The Phase 1 investor Capital Budget for the ten properties, including six 1-unit
townhouses and four 2-unit townhouses, will be $677,700. Property costs for
each type of unit are outlined in a separate Capital Budget. Finished properties
will cost approximately $125,500 for a 1-unit townhouse and $150,600 for a 2unit townhouse, including acquisition, construction, development, soft costs, and
reserves.
Over 10 years, the Operating Budget includes annual assumptions of a 2%
projected growth in revenue and a 3% increase in expenses. To reflect an
anticipated 3 week turnover period, the vacancy rate used is 6%. Mortgage
estimates are for 30 year terms with a rate of 5.5% on 1-unit properties and 6.0%
on 2-unit properties. As part of normal operating expenses, the Property
Management fee will be 10%. Management fees will be based on Effective Gross
Income (EGI) instead of Gross Potential Income (GPI) so that compensation is
performance-centered and linked to occupancy. Operating Budgets for each type
of renovated property are outlined in separate spreadsheets.
Property investment performance is based on Cash Flow from Operations (CFO)
18
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and property appreciation. Initial completed property values will be equal to
105% of the acquisition, construction, and development costs with a 3.0% annual
appreciation during years 1-5 and a 4% appreciation during years 6-10. Below is
a graph showing the property value and CFO over 10 years for a 1-unit
townhouse.

Fig. 8. Property Investment
Performance for 1-unit
Townhouse.

The
average cash-on-cash return during years 1-9 is projected to be 6.38%,
surpassing the 5.0% ROI target. The portfolio total return, accounting for timing
of cash flows and property appreciation, will generate an 8.04% IRR, exceeding
the 7.0% OCC threshold.
For the Phase 1 pro forma, CCM uses conservative assumptions and estimates of
costs, cash flows, and appreciation. With additional phases, scalability will help
reduce costs and improve financing options. The breakdown of capital outlays
and returns for single renovated properties and for the entire portfolio are
detailed in a separate workbook.
12. Holistic Capitalism
As entrepreneurs and believers in the free markets, proponents of CCM
understand that the model is not intended as an affront to for-profit businesses.
Instead, CCM advocates a holistic approach to capitalism and to residential real
estate development. As Pope Francis recently pointed out in his Apostolic
Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium (2013), “Money must serve, not rule!” (sect. 58).
© 2014 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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“We should measure
the success of our real
estate investment by
more than just
financial returns.”

Quality housing can be accessible and affordable at various socio-economic
levels. It does not have to be complicated or expensive. The two extremes of
housing development, which are typically funded either from increased tax
burdens or from profit-only motivated enterprises, present their own set of
challenges. The power of pragmatism and seeking optimal solutions with a
holistic approach will offer an additional, viable option to these two
immoderations.
We should measure the success of our real estate investment by more than just
financial returns. The participation attitude for CCM is of becoming enriched
over time from the entirety of the derived benefits versus getting rich quickly
strictly from the financial returns. An economic model with purpose can be a
driver for socio-environmental-financial improvements. Although well-intended,
this is not necessarily philanthropy but more so holistic capitalism.
CCM espouses an attitude of self-reliance and problem solving that could be
applied in many places with no drag on taxes or municipal resources. In fact, the
opposite would be true. From the Phase 1 redevelopment of vacant properties,
CCM would inject capital, eliminate blight, and generate new tax revenue for BC,
not including the multiplier effect and positive economic impact for targeted
neighborhoods.
The project lends itself to collaborations between public institutions and private
enterprises and perhaps even to potential Public-Private Partnerships. CCM and
vacant property redevelopment provide opportunities for university and college
real estate related classes and internships through real-life scenarios. The
program would even support cross-departmental collaborations between, for
example, the Schools of Business, Law, and Public Affairs. Higher learning
institutions could translate the ability to help transform individuals into the
capacity to help transform neighborhoods. These practical efforts would
generate a sense of pride in the urban environment which surrounds the
institution and turn the city into a living classroom. CCM and a holistic approach
would empower students with real-life, practical experience while rewarding
them with a sense of community and the aptitude to make a positive difference.
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13. Conclusion
The CCM vision is to revitalize and repopulate BC by redeveloping vacant
properties to help individuals and families rediscover this hidden gem and enjoy
a quality, affordable residence in an urban environment. CCM is a paradigm shift
for real estate development, investment, and asset management. The model
would have an entrepreneurial approach with an attention to fiscal awareness,
ingenuity, and problem solving. CCM is not the only way or necessarily the best
way to develop residential real estate. It is simply a pragmatic, balanced
approach with a moral purpose. The project seeks to supply a needed product to
the marketplace and to yield a respectable return for investors while still helping
to make the world a better place.

“CCM can be a catalyst
to reduce blight,
stimulate economic
growth, and repopulate
urban areas.”

Real estate as an asset class enables stakeholders to be proactive and to
positively affect not only cash flows and property value but also important
elements connected and related to the property itself. Residential real estate
developers and investors can in fact be “change agents” for the better.
CCM can be a catalyst to reduce blight, stimulate economic growth, and
repopulate urban areas. Vacant properties can become urban revitalization
opportunities. BC and CCM could be a shining example for other cities in the MidAtlantic region and for other parts of the country to follow.
“Charm City… fall in love again.”

Fig. 9 Federal Hill, Baltimore
City
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